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deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages (review) - deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages
(review) paul a. geraghty oceanic linguistics, volume 45, number 1, june 2006, pp. 257-261 (review) ... deixis and
demonstratives in oceanic languages. pl562. canberra: paciÃ¢Â€Â c linguistics. vii + 204 pp. ... and their
development in daughter languages. deixis is an area that has until recently ... deixis and demonstratives in
oceanic languages - deixis in language in general, and present the means languages offer their speakers for spatial
deictic reference. then i will make a few remarks on why i think this volume is an important contribution to
linguistic research on deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages, and briefly summarise the papers presented
in this book. emotional deixis abstract - home | linguistics - dawuda, carmen. 2009. discourse functions of
demonstratives and place adverbs with exophoric reference in logea, an oceanic language of papua new guinea .
phd thesis, school of languages, cultures and linguistics, monash university. diessel, holger. 1999. demonstratives:
form, function and grammaticalization . edited by m noonan. universal uses of demonstratives: evidence from
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found in other languages that have functions which are neither clearly ... oceanic languages within the eastern
malayo-polynesian group of austronesian. the ... bowden: mental deixis in taba 83 4.1. demonstrative roots
reconstructing the geocentric system of proto oceanic - demonstratives (this), adverbs (here), directionals
(hither), or even verbs (come). ... speech coordinates (deixis), or the use of the vertical axis, as we have just
suggested. on the contrary, certain types of strategy, which were once taken for ... as far as modern oceanic
languages are concerned, the most common situation demonstratives and directionals: initial orientation - in
some languages, demonstratives used for deixis may not be used for anaphora, as in tamambo, where only
mwende 'this' (referred to) is used anaphorically (jauncey 2011: 93-4). within np structure, demonstratives tend to
occur on the edges. demonstratives may agree with the noun they modify in gender, number and classifier.
colloquial jakartan indonesian - anu press - deixis. in timothy shopen, ed. language typology and syntactic
description 3: grammatical categories and the lexicon, 259308. cambridge: cambridge university press. ...
ed. deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages, 99127. canberra: pacific linguistics. brookfield, h.c.
and doreen hart, 1971. melanesia: a geographical interpretation ... curriculum vitae isabelle bril - lacito curriculum vitae isabelle b ril agrÃƒÂ©gÃƒÂ©e de lÃ¢Â€Â™universitÃƒÂ© (1977), docteur en linguistique
(1995) ... Ã¢Â€Âœdeixis in nÃƒÂªlÃƒÂªmwaÃ¢Â€Â•. in deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages , g.
senft (ed.), canberra: pacific linguistics. pp. 99-128. demonstratives in mukri sorani kurdish discourse demonstratives in mukri sorani kurdish discourse hiwa asadpour ... have three demonstratives: 1. near deixis. 2.
far deixis. 3. ... an oceanic language of vanuatu. linguistic typology 9. 115146. gÃƒÂ¼ldemann, tom.
2008. quotative indexes in african languages: a synchronic and diachronic survey. berlin: mouton de gruyter.
three dichotomies in the kavalan demonstrative system - three dichotomies in the kavalan demonstrative
system haowen jiang rice university haowen@rice. ical-11, 2009 haowen jiang 2 ... Ã¢Â€Âœi know of only two
languages with verbal demonstrativesÃ¢Â€Â”boumaa fijian and dyirbalÃ¢Â€Â” ... deixis, motion predicates, and
aspectual auxiliaries. ical-11, 2009 haowen jiang 54 alexandre f halshs-00526846, version 1 - 16 oct 2010 demonstratives ( this ), adverbs (here ), directionals (hither ), or even verbs ( come ). ... speech coordinates
(deixis), or the use of the vertical axis, as we have just ... as far as modern oceanic languages are concerned, the
most common situation a dictionary of preangkorian khmer (jenner) - central vanuatu languages
(clark) 89.00 8.90 97.90 71.20 7.12 78.32 297 pp 602 the austronesian languages ... 599 the lexicon of proto
oceanic: the culture and environment of ancestral oceanic society 3. plants (ross, pawley & osmond) 125.00 12.50
137.50 100.00 10.00 110.00 ... 562 deixis and demonstratives in oceanic languages (senft, ed.) 54 ...
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